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Description 2024 Grand Design Solitude 391DL, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 391DL
highlights: Two Bathrooms Dual Entry Five Slides Kitchen Island Abundant
Storage Inside and Out Fireplace ? For an affordable luxury extended stay for your
family, this Solitude is it!? Two private bedrooms plus an overhead ?Sky Suite loft
above the rear bedroom which also has it's own private rear entry/exit door is just
the beginning of what is in store for your camping convenience.? You will love the
spacious feel that the Solitude provides with taller ceilings, larger scenic
windows, and an interior width of 8' 5", not to mention FIVE slides in this unit
alone.? You may not even want to go home once you get a look inside.? The
upscale kitchen features an island with dishwasher prep, a large single bowl sink,
a 12V 20 cu. ft. refrigerator for your perishables, and a 24" residential oven, not to
mention you will also enjoy a microwave, pantry, and hutch for your dishes, plus a
free standing dinette !? You can easily take along extra family and friends with the
second private bedroom featuring it's own private bath and entry which is great
for another couple, and there is even loft space above this rear private bedroom
for added storage or sleeping for children.? Both bathrooms feature a shower
with skylight , vanity and sink, plus a toilet.? And, you will find ample storage for
clothing and belongings throughout with nice size closets, overhead cabinets,
plus loads of outside storage.? Speaking of outside, this unit features a spray
port for rinsing off before heading inside, two awnings, a USB charging outlet, and
four step aluminum shock assist entry steps at both entrances.? ? Each Solitude
fifth wheel by Grand Design features a 101" wide-body construction , heavy duty
7,000 lb. axles, frameless tinted windows, and high-gloss gel coat sidewalls. You
can camp year around thanks to the Weather-Tek Package that includes a 35K
BTU high-capacity furnace, an all-in-one enclosed and heated utility center, and a
fully enclosed underbelly with heated tanks and storage. Inside, you'll love the
premium roller shades, hardwood cabinet doors , solid surface countertops and
sinks, plus residential finishes throughout to make you truly feel at home. Each
model also includes a MORryde CRE3000 suspension system, self adjusting
brakes, and a MORryde pin box that will provide smooth towing from home to
campground. Affordable luxury is possible with the Solitude fifth wheels; choose
yours today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21146962
VIN Number: 35020-21146962
Condition: New
Length: 44
Slideouts: 5

Item address Seffner, Florida, United States
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